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Abstract
Progressive Era school officials transformed public education in American cities by teaching
male students trades like foundry, carpentry, and mechanics in classrooms outfitted like
factories. Historians have demonstrated how this “vocational education movement” was
championed by male administrators and business leaders anxious to train the next generation of expert tradesmen. But women also hoped vocational education could prepare
female students for industrial careers. In the early twentieth century, members of the
National Women’s Trade Union League demanded that public schools open trade programs
to female students and teach future working women the history of capitalism and the
philosophy of collective bargaining. Their ambitious goals were tempered by some middleclass reformers and club women who argued vocational programs should also prepare
female students for homemaking and motherhood. This article uses Chicago as a case study
to explore how Progressive Era women competed and collaborated to reform vocational
education for girls, and how female students responded to new school programs designed to
prepare them for work both in and outside the home.
Keywords: Chicago; education; labor; school reform; women and gender

In 1914, Agnes Nestor of the Chicago Women’s Trade Union League (WTUL) went to the
offices of the Board of Education with a resolution in hand. Nestor, a twenty-three-yearold glovemaker and labor activist, hoped to convince school officials to offer a course on
collective bargaining for students enrolled in vocational programs at Chicago public high
schools. She and her colleagues argued that female students in particular needed to learn
their labor rights to help women workers avoid dangerous and poorly paid positions in
the industrial economy. Nestor was surprised when the city’s superintendent of schools,
Dr. Ella Flagg Young, agreed to a meeting. Young and Nestor did not always get along.
The first woman to oversee a major school system in America, Young was more a
supporter of “household arts” education and had ignored trade union women’s requests
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to expand vocational programs for girls. Nestor was shocked with Young expressed
enthusiasm for a collective bargaining course and agreed to bring Nestor’s resolution to
the Board of Education. Unfortunately, Young thought Nestor had suggested a course for
girls on how to buy—a concept affiliated with the home economics movement—rather
than how to bargain. “Evidently our terms were not familiar to her,” Nestor later
lamented, “as she had no previous familiarity with labor.”1
This misunderstanding between Nestor and Young reflected an important division
in how leading women reformers understood the purpose of vocational education for
female students in Progressive Era Chicago. Labor activists like Nestor wanted public
high schools to train female students for work as skilled dressmakers and milliners so
they could advance to better positions in the manufacturing sector. They argued that
vocational programs should help future working women assert their rights through
courses on collective bargaining, the history of labor legislation, and the evolution of
capitalism. Their radical goals were curbed by middle-class reformers, club women,
and school administrators like Young who argued that vocational programs should teach
girls domestic skills for when they presumably exited the workforce for motherhood.
Many women reformers in Chicago ultimately worked together to bring vocational classes
like dressmaking, designing, and cooking into the city’s public schools in the decades
before World War I. Their shared assumptions about the needs of future garment
workers and homemakers, however, led women like Nestor and Young to ignore the
vocational field that many female students hoped to pursue: white-collar work.
Historians have demonstrated how women forged cross-class alliances to address a
range of social issues in Progressive Era cities. Wealthy, white society women, middleclass social reformers, and working-class labor activists created their own “female
dominion of reform” in Chicago through their involvement in urban settlement houses
and women’s club. Along with issues like child welfare and juvenile justice reform,
Chicago women were united in their concern for young, immigrant female workers
who labored in downtown factories. A quarter of Chicago women and girls over the age of
sixteen were employed by 1910, 77 percent of whom were immigrants from southern and
eastern Europe or their American-born daughters. Women from Russia, Italy, and Poland
filled some of the lowest-paid positions in the industrial workforce as string cutters,
errand runners, and machine hands in garment factories. Scholars such as Maureen
Flanagan have argued that female reformers advocated for women’s labor reform by
supporting strikes, lobbying for protective labor laws, and forming organizations with
working women like the National Women’s Trade Union League.2
Scholars have devoted less attention to the role of Progressive Era women in the
development of vocational programs for girls. Between 1890 and 1917, school officials in
cities like Chicago established public vocational high schools and outfitted existing
schoolhouses with factory equipment for classes like carpentry, foundry, engineering, and
machine shop. Historians of education suggest that this “vocational education movement”
was led by male school officials who hoped to better prepare working-class boys for the
industrial workforce. Indeed, many Progressive Era administrators argued that a high school
education would be more “practical” for the sons of immigrants if schools offered trade
programs alongside a traditional college prep curriculum. Important studies of grassroots
school reform by scholars like William Reese and David Hogan have highlighted how class
and ethnic tensions between parents, labor activists, and school officials impacted the
development of vocational programs from the outside in. Studies of grassroots school reform
have yet to fully explore how and why women reformers shaped the vocational curriculum
by introducing new work-oriented programs for girls in the decades before World War I.3
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This article uses Chicago as a case study to demonstrate how Progressive Era women
reformers embraced vocational school reform to support their broader goal of increasing
public investment in female workers and caretakers. Working-class reformers in the
Chicago WTUL and their allies, like Jane Addams, argued that the city should establish
public vocational schools run by women to train girls for skilled positions as dressmakers,
milliners, and designers. These reformers intended such programs to cater primarily to
foreign-born high schoolers and the American-born children of immigrants, who
accounted for 88 percent of Chicago students in 1906.4 Philanthropic women in the
Chicago Woman’s Club (CWC) argued that immigrant female workers would have
cleaner homes and healthier children when they exited the workforce if vocational
programs for girls also included domestic skills like cooking and housekeeping. Women
reformers were united in their strong conviction that public vocational schools for girls
could have a profound impact on the future working lives of Chicago women. Their
conflicting views on the degree to which domestic education should be included, however,
reveal where branches of their reform community splintered on the question of women’s
work outside the home.5
Women school reformers in Chicago compromised on a limited set of vocational
programs for girls before World War I that did not align with the work goals of many
female students. Chicago labor activists, middle-class reformers, and wealthy club women
agreed that programs like sewing and dressmaking could help girls find better positions in
the garment trades as well as provide better care for their future children. Yet oral histories
and enrollment data reveal that Chicago’s female students largely ignored these programs
and pursued vocational programs for white-collar employment instead. Immigrant
daughters in particular crowded into “commercial” classes such as stenography and
bookkeeping and were uninterested in programs designed by women like dressmaking
and cooking. Women’s reform groups in Chicago promoted a narrow vision of vocational
education for girls due to their shared assumption that immigrant female students would
primarily find work in shops and factories. Chicago’s female students proved otherwise by
foregoing domestic-oriented lessons in pursuit of economic advancement.

“The School of the Future”
In 1907, Jane Addams, the eminent reformer and cofounder of Chicago’s Hull-House
settlement, argued that American public schools failed to prepare male and female
students for life in an industrial society. Public school teachers were trapped in “the
caves of classic learning,” she wrote, and neglected the modern skills and knowledge
needed for safe and productive careers in industry. Addams suggested that public
education could become obsolete if school officials did not expand curricula to include
vocational programs and new subjects like the history of American manufacturing. “To
separate educational interests from contemporary life,” she warned, would mean “that
education grows meaningless.”6
Addams published these words of caution in the inaugural bulletin of the National
Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education (NSPIE), which was founded in 1906 by
a group of influential male educators, social scientists, and businessmen who lobbied for
the integration of vocational programs in American high schools.7 Of particular concern
to the NSPIE was that the United States would fall behind its industrial competitors,
particularly Germany, if more educational resources were not devoted to training highly
skilled workers. In a 1908 study, the society reported that 55 percent of male students in
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Berlin between the ages of fourteen and sixteen were enrolled in trade programs to
become “real craftsmen.” But in the manufacturing center of Chicago, according to their
findings, less than 1 percent of male students received dedicated trade training. “In the
long run,” an NSPIE representative asserted, “American industry will pay the penalty of
this unpreparedness.” Even President Theodore Roosevelt supported the NSPIE’s mission, arguing in 1908 that vocational training was “vital to our future progress” to compete
“for the markets of the world.”8
The NSPIE celebrated Edwin G. Cooley, Chicago’s superintendent of schools from
1900 to 1909, for establishing a system of German-inspired vocational education in the
city’s public high schools. Cooley was a former blacksmith turned progressive pedagogue
who agreed that urban high schools should invest more resources in preparing students to
support the nation’s manufacturing sector. Cooley argued that public high schools in most
American cities privileged “the professional classes” by preparing students for college and
commercial careers. He believed that subjects like Latin, geography, typing, and accounting were impractical for the majority of Chicago students who came from working-class
and immigrant backgrounds. “It has taken us a long time to wake up to the fact that we
should also help the mechanic, the clerk, and the farmer,” Cooley wrote in 1908. “They
make up the body of our citizenship and they have been discriminated against.”9
Under Cooley’s leadership the Board of Education equipped nearly half of Chicago’s
public high schools with factory-style workrooms for boys to learn carpentry, foundry,
machine shop, pipefitting, construction drawing, and electric shop. Chicago school
officials also established two state-of-the-art high schools dedicated to the industrial
training of high school boys: the Richard Crane Technical High School for Boys (established in 1903) and the Albert Lane Technical High School for Boys (established in
1909).10 Both schools were outfitted with expensive shop-room machinery for lessons on
foundry, woodturning, electric construction, carpentry, bookbinding, and mechanical
drawing. Lane Tech, built to accommodate 2,500 male students, included adjoining
lecture rooms to each shop room where pupils received instruction in technique and
method. Chicago’s technical high schools also offered a standard high school curriculum
but did not include classes for white-collar work like typing or accounting. Cooley argued
that vocational education should focus on industrial labor rather than clerical jobs. “The
school of the future,” he announced in 1909, “will in all grades be largely industrial.”11
Addams argued that Cooley’s “schools of the future” should address the wage-earning
needs of female students as well. Addams was appointed to the Chicago Board of
Education in 1905 and worked to convince her fellow board members to fund vocational
schools for girls similar to Lane Tech and Crane Tech for boys. Unsuccessful in the
endeavor, Addams joined the NSPIE the following year to promote vocational education
for girls in the society’s national lobbying efforts. Addams and fellow social reformer
Mary Morton Kehew of Boston were the only women who served on the NSPIE’s Board of
Managers. In 1907, they organized an NSPIE women’s subcommittee to investigate the
vocational needs of female students in American cities. Addams and Kehew argued that
the NSPIE should not ignore the growing percentage of female students who left urban
public schools to support the nation’s industrial economy. In a 1908 report, they asserted
that a female worker under the age of twenty without vocational training made an average
of $6 to $8 per week as a factory hand, whereas women and girls who learned a trade like
dressmaking or millinery made an average of $15 to $20 per week. Addams and Kehew
concluded that female students also required training “for the industrial civilization in
which they are to live” if the United States hoped “to maintain her rank as a great
industrial Nation.”12
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Addams and Kehew were both longtime labor supporters and helped to organize the
National Women’s Trade Union League in 1903. The National WTUL was a cross-class
coalition of women dedicated to organizing female workers in labor unions, spreading
awareness of women’s working conditions, and advocating for protective labor legislation. Local WTUL chapters were often governed by college-educated reformers like
Addams and Kehew and represented by a rank and file of trade union women. WTUL
members argued that a lack of union representation further marginalized working
women by limiting their access to vocational training and apprenticeships. The National
WTUL’s constitution declared its commitment to public vocational schools that could
help women and girls “increase their economic value” through learning skilled trades like
dressmaking. By the 1910s, the National WTUL encouraged its members to pursue seats
on local school boards in order to oversee “exactly what education the girls are getting.”
One of the WTUL’s most active chapters was in Chicago, where Addams helped to build
strong ties between her fellow middle-class reformers and the labor community.13
Chicago school officials resisted the requests of Addams and local WTUL members to
create vocational programs for future wage-earning women. Seven out of ten high school
students in Chicago were female in 1900, most of whom used their high school educations as a
stepping-stone to gain teaching certification. Many male school officials viewed trade programs
for boys as a solution to correct the gender imbalance in Chicago’s high schools by appealing to
boys’ “natural” proclivity for physical exertion. As one Chicago administrator asserted, boys
were “more restless than girls” in school due to their innate desire for independence and selfsufficiency. Hands-on vocational programs for boys, Cooley wrote in 1902, were important to
ensure that Chicago’s high schools did not become “girls’ schools.”14
School officials in other American cities also established vocational schools to increase
male enrollment. Some public vocational schools for boys in East Coast cities like Boston
and Philadelphia emphasized vocational training of future managers and business leaders
by expanding business programs and commercial programs. Cooley and his colleagues
argued that these East Coast high schools made boys “lamblike,” whereas Chicago’s
technical schools turned boys into skilled tradesmen. In 1908, the principal of Lane Tech
argued that Boston boys lacked “the strength and virility and rough and ready manners of
our Chicago youth” due to the city’s focus on white-collar coursework. After spending a
day among Boston’s male students who were “so good that they would not even whisper,”
he longed for “the brain and brawn of our red-corpuscled Chicago boys.”15
Addams and her colleagues in the Chicago WTUL hoped that integrating vocational
programs in urban high schools would do more than churn out rugged workers. One of
the WTUL’s most vocal advocates of vocational education in public schools was Agnes
Nestor, the American-born daughter of Irish immigrants who helped organize the
International Glove Workers Union in 1903. Nestor argued that Chicago’s boys-only
technical schools should welcome female students and offer additional programs for girls
like dressmaking, printing, and garment design. During an American Federation of Labor
(AFL) convention in 1909, Nestor suggested that public vocational schools teach students
the history of capitalism and the philosophy of collective bargaining. She also contended
that school officials should require students to study local labor laws before leaving school
for positions in shops and factories. In sum, Nestor suggested that vocational education
for both male and female students should teach students the values of and rights secured
by the labor movement in addition to trade skills.16
Leading WTUL members like Nestor believed that an education in labor values and
labor rights could help female students better protect themselves from industrial oppression. Margaret Dreier Robins, a wealthy social reformer and president of the Chicago
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WTUL from 1907 to 1914, argued that women would remain on the lowest rungs of the
garment industry if vocational programs only taught female students sewing skills. She
asserted that a vocational program for future dressmakers should include the study of
current labor laws, textile production methods, and the skills necessary to supervise a
shop room. At an NSPIE conference in 1910, Robins described this as the difference
between teaching a girl to labor and teaching a girl “the value of her labor power.” Rose
Schneiderman, a New York hat-stitcher and union organizer, put it a different way: “The
Women’s Trade Union League is not interested merely in making more efficient
machines out of our people,” she wrote of vocational education in 1914. “We want to
make better human beings.”17
Women affiliated with the WTUL thus promoted a radically different vision of
vocationalism than other leaders in the American vocational education movement before
World War I. According to its constitution, the NSPIE was founded to ensure that
American students became more “effective economic units.”18 The WTUL, in contrast,
hoped that vocational education would make students more effective members of the
labor movement and help female workers in particular secure safer and better-paid
positions. These goals for vocational school reform also differed from those of male labor
leaders, many of whom were initially suspicious of the vocational education movement
for fear that public schools would train strikebreakers or destabilize the union apprenticeship tradition. Early financial support for vocational schools came from wealthy
business leaders in cities like Chicago, which deepened antipathy among male trade
unions. The AFL eventually joined the NSPIE in 1910 to work with rather than against
education reformers on vocational programming in urban public schools. The WTUL
supported vocational education sooner because women union leaders like Nestor had
virtually no power to threaten. Instead, these women hoped to forge alliances with school
officials as early as 1903 and to use vocational training to support future garment workers’
economic advancement.19

“We, Too, Loved the Home”
WTUL members had reason to believe that they could successfully reform vocational
opportunities for female students in Chicago public schools. City schools in the early
twentieth century were increasingly staffed by prominent Chicago women who supported
or were affiliated with urban reform groups. Members of the Chicago Woman’s Club
(CWC), the city’s most influential women’s club, won seats on the Board of Education in
the 1890s, for example, and famed educator Margaret Haley organized the Chicago
Teachers Federation (CTF) to improve working conditions for female teachers in 1897.
Indeed, public schools were already considered sites of reform for Progressive Era
women’s groups in Chicago when vocational programs for boys entered the curriculum.20
CWC members were the first to lobby school officials to open a public vocational
school for female students. Founded in 1876, the CWC was led by reform-minded society
women—the wives of bankers and business leaders—who used their financial resources
and political connections to address issues like education, child welfare, and juvenile
justice reform. The CWC submitted multiple resolutions to the Chicago Board of
Education between 1906 and 1909 demanding that school officials invest in at least
two public vocational schools for girls similar to Lane Tech and Crane Tech for boys. The
CWC also asked that school officials introduce an “industrial arts” program for girls into
the city’s fifteen other public high schools, most of which already offered trade programs
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for boys like machine shop and drafting. By 1909, the resolution was endorsed by dozens
of other women’s clubs representing some 20,000 members across the state of Illinois.21
Club women affiliated with the CWC hoped that Chicago’s technical schools for girls
would look similar to two pioneering East Coast institutions, the Boston Trade School for
Girls (established in 1902) and the Manhattan Trade School for Girls (established in
1904). Both were founded and financially supported by women’s groups until absorbed by
their respective public school systems in 1908. The trade schools prepared female students
between the ages of fourteen and seventeen for work in the female-dominated garment
and artistic trades. Students at the Manhattan Trade School learned to make swimsuits,
shirts, aprons, and dresses in factory-style workrooms outfitted with rows of footpowered sewing machines. The Boston Trade School had a program for girls to learn
“fancy work” skills like embroidery and lace, which they used to make garments, gloves,
and lampshades. Many of these programs were taught by experienced tradeswomen in
New York and Boston, some of whom were local WTUL members.22
The public trade schools in Boston and Manhattan also required students to enroll in
“domestic science” classes that included cooking, meal serving, home sewing and mending, sanitation, and personal hygiene. One of the founders of the Boston Trade School,
social reformer Florence Marshall, argued that domestic education ensured that working
girls were prepared to run their homes when they exited the workforce for marriage. Less
than a quarter of working women in America were married before World War I and the
average working women only earned wages for five to seven years. In a 1909 article,
Marshall reasoned that young girls should receive vocational training for both phases of
work life in order to excel to a “better class of industry” as well as understand “intelligent
care of the home.” According to Marshall, domestic training also improved a working
woman’s character development, making her “more responsible, more reliable, and more
womanly,” and thus better positioned to find a suitable husband.23
The curricula of both trade schools were shaped by the burgeoning home economics
movement. The director of the Manhattan Trade School for Girls, Mary Schenck Woolman, was an active member of the American Home Economics Association, which sought
to professionalize the work of women in the home through educational programs in
secondary schools and colleges. Supporters of home economics education in the early
twentieth century believed that the forces of urbanization and industrialism made
women’s work in the home more difficult and even more dangerous, thus requiring
rigorous training for the safety of families. For example, Woolman required that Manhattan Trade School for Girls students learn how to prepare meals for “strong, healthy
bodies” along with the science behind sanitizing kitchen counters.24
Many women in Chicago’s reform community agreed that the city’s proposed vocational schools for girls should address women’s work both in and outside the home. Social
reformer Sophonisba Breckinridge endorsed the CWC’s proposal for girls-only technical
high schools in 1906. She argued that vocational programs for her working-class “sisters”
should emphasize garment trades like dressmaking and millinery because girls could later
use those same skills in their own homes. “Being girls, they expect to marry,” she
explained to the Chicago Tribune in 1906. “The working girl does not assume that she
will work, always. She hasn’t the professional point of view. … It would hardly be natural
to expect her to.” Middle-class reformers like Breckenridge believed that vocational
programs needed to address women’s socially essential work as caretakers and homemakers in addition to their wage-earning potential. This viewpoint aligned with the larger
reform goals of Breckenridge and her colleagues in the settlement house movement who
wanted city officials to make greater investments in mothers, children, and homes.25
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Labor women were often critical of reformers who hoped to integrate domestic
education into girls’ vocational schools and training programs. Some WTUL members
who oversaw apprenticeships at the trade schools in Boston and New York resented
school administrators’ statements that cooking and cleaning classes would lead to safer
homes and healthier children. Leonora O’Reilly was a thirty-four-year-old seamstress and
member of the WTUL who taught shirt-making at the Manhattan Trade School for Girls.
In 1914, O’Reilly was asked whether training for motherhood should be considered
“vocational education” for girls. She asserted that vocational programs should only focus
on skills and knowledge that would help girls earn wages. If women earned higher wages
and worked fewer hours, she reasoned, more women would have the time and physical
strength to cultivate fulfilling lives outside of work, and that would make workers better
mothers. “I do not think that 70 per cent of children die because the mother does not know
how to take care of them,” O’Reilly reasoned, offering another explanation: “The mother
may have been so overworked in the factory or mill that she never should have brought a
child into the world.”26
Chicago WTUL members shared reservations about including domestic education in
the proposed vocational public schools for girls. At an NSPIE conference in 1909,
Margaret Drier Robins criticized some women reformers’ desire to train girls for their
“double part” as homemaker and wage-earner, which she said had led to “a great deal of
confusion” over the purpose of vocational schools for female students. “I am not saying
that cooking and sewing are not necessary,” Robins explained to NSPIE members in
Milwaukee. “But when we cheat a girl out of the training she ought to have for her
breadwinning capacity … then we make a great and grave mistake.”27
The Chicago WTUL supported the CWC’s proposal for girls’ technical schools in spite
of the inclusion of domestic training. In her 1954 autobiography, Agnes Nestor recalled
her concern at making this compromise with advocates of domestic education. She
worried that including cooking and cleaning in girls’ vocational education would make
it “too easy to push all the girls into that field” and neglect a more pressing need to help
girls find safe and stable employment. “We, too, loved the home,” Nestor explained, “but
the girls needed training to earn a living.” Nonetheless, Nestor endorsed the CWC
proposal on behalf of the International Glove Workers Union in 1906 along with other
trade union representatives affiliated with the Chicago WTUL.28
Debate over the value of domestic training in vocational education for girls stemmed
from the disparate class contexts of Chicago’s women reformers. Trade unionists and
their allies in the WTUL argued that working-class women and girls faced their greatest
vocational obstacles in factories, shops, and packinghouses. Many middle-class reformers
and club women suggested that the burdens of housekeeping and caregiving in the home
posed more serious challenges to the future work responsibilities of female students.
Progressive Era labor activists ultimately agreed on a broader vision of vocational
education that addressed women’s work in and outside the home, both paid and unpaid.
But these women reformers were justified in their concern that such a compromise would
have consequences in the years that followed.

“The Champion of Girl Pupils”
Members of the Chicago WTUL and the CWC celebrated the appointment of Dr. Ella
Flagg Young as superintendent of schools after Edwin G. Cooley’s retirement in 1909.
Young was not only the first female superintendent of a major school system; she also
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became arguably the most politically powerful woman in America at the helm of the
nation’s second-largest school system. Assuming her position at the age of sixty-four,
Young had devoted a long career to school reform in Chicago and had received a
doctorate degree working with the famed intellectual and educational reformer John
Dewey at the University of Chicago. She was deemed “the champion of girl pupils” by the
press after vowing to privilege the needs of female students in the high school curriculum.
“I have heard nothing but boy, boy, boy,” she announced at a press conference after her
appointment. “I think it is about time I heard something about girl, girl, girl.”29
Yet Young worried that girls-only vocational schools would not provide female
students with adequate social skills and character development. Young viewed genderspecific public schools of any kind as an affront to the American tradition of coeducation,
which she and like-minded progressive educators considered symbolic of the nation’s
commitment to democracy. Young argued during her first year as superintendent that
single-sex vocational schools could encourage “snobbishness” among students by segregating children “who intend to earn a living” from those “supported by their families.” She
also suggested that female students would forego essential opportunities to learn social
skills needed for courtship and marriage in all-girl programs. Writing in 1902, Young
argued that public schools had a responsibility to develop the “moral character of men and
women” by teaching students proper “conduct and behavior.” For these reasons, Young
wanted Chicago’s high schools to provide a “comprehensive education” that combined
vocational training, academic instruction, and character development opportunities for
all students under one roof.30
Addams invited Young to a meeting of women’s groups at Hull-House in 1908 in an
attempt to change her position. Young had criticized Addams after she spoke on the city’s
need for at least one dedicated vocational school for girls. “I don’t agree with Miss Addams
on separate high schools for boys and girls,” Young explained. “I am a decided coeducationist … boys and girls are educated better together.” Young argued that students gained
important social skills in coeducational environments due to girls’ civilizing effect on their
male classmates. Students who wanted to become dressmakers, Young suggested, should
do so on their own time. “We do not need industrial training for girls,” she concluded.31
“I am not such a poor coeducationist,” Addams quipped after Young’s remarks, and
suggested that Young’s commitment to coeducation was impractical given the imbalance
of vocational programs in Chicago public schools. Ideally, Addams explained, “we could
add large wings for girls to Lane and Crane” and thus create coeducation in the city’s
current technical high schools. But doing so would be difficult, as would finding “the right
men to take charge of such a school.” The better option, she believed, was to create new
vocational schools for girls, run by women who understood the specific needs and
challenges facing female wage-earners.32
Unmoved, Young introduced nearly a dozen two-year vocational programs into the
existing curriculum to make Chicago’s public high schools more “comprehensive” when
she became superintendent. Vocational programs were offered during the first two years
in an attempt to reach students who left school and joined the workforce by age sixteen. By
1911, Chicago high school students could enroll in two-year programs for mechanical
drawing, electric work, carpentry, machine shop, household arts, accounting, and stenography alongside their academic studies. However, the latter two “commercial” subjects—accounting and stenography—were the only coeducational programs. As during
Cooley’s tenure, the majority of the new vocational programs catered to boys; the new
“household arts” program offered the only vocational training specifically designed for
female students. Young argued that household arts was a comprehensive program that
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taught female students trade skills like dressmaking, homemaking duties like meal
planning, and important character traits like hard work and good hygiene.33
While supportive of domestic education for girls, prominent members of the CWC
criticized the household arts programs for offering little practical training for the
workforce. Young assured her critics that girls who completed the two-year household
arts program as part of their high school education were prepared to find good jobs in “the
textile trades” as well as for the work of “efficient homemakers.” In practice, however,
Chicago’s household arts programs mostly emphasized the latter. Young oversaw the
construction of “cooking laboratories” in Chicago high schools, where girls learned the
science of baking and sanitation. Many cooking labs had adjoining classrooms filled with
dining room furniture assembled by male carpentry students, with which girls practiced
serving meals and setting places. Sewing classes in most high schools emphasized
homemaking skills like mending children’s clothing and curtains rather than garment
construction or designing.34
Young faced mounting pressure from women’s groups to open a public vocational
school for girls during the winter of 1910 and 1911. Outrage over oppressive labor
conditions had prompted monthslong demonstrations of garment workers on the streets
of Chicago, many of whom were young women and girls from eastern and southern
Europe. Along with the Chicago WTUL, middle- and upper-class women supported the
protests by bailing picketers out of jail, testifying on their behalf in court, and collecting
donations to make up for lost wages. Ellen Martin Henrotin, the well-known philanthropist and CWC reformer, suggested that club women establish their own “national
trade school for girls” in Chicago for skilled dressmakers during the garment workers’
strike. In January of 1911, Henrotin tried unsuccessfully to open a girls’ trade school in
Chicago with the remaining revenue earned from the Woman’s Building of the 1893
World’s Columbian Exposition.35
Young agreed to address what she called the “long felt want” for a girls’ vocational
school less than two months after the garment workers’ strike ended. Young asked the
Board of Education to renovate a vacant schoolhouse in the south Loop into a vocational
high school for girls. In her report to the board, she argued that it was “the duty of the
City” to help protect young female workers from flooding “the most poorly paid parts” of
the industrial workforce. Young also conceded that girls should receive vocational
training in a dedicated facility run by women, even though “co-education is preferable
in ethical practice.” She suggested that the Board of Education name the school after Lucy
Flower, the child welfare activist and former president of the CWC. The Lucy Flower
Technical High School for Girls—popularly known as Flower Tech—opened in the fall of
1911 as Chicago’s first and only public school for girls.36
To the relief of many reformist women, the vocational curriculum at Flower Tech
focused on dressmaking, millinery, and designing. The school was outfitted with factorystyle classrooms filled with foot-powered sewing and buttonhole machines where girls
learned various techniques for working with garments and gloves. Flower Tech’s designing department featured a display room where girls practiced dressing department store
mannequins. Flower Tech employed the first vocational guidance counselor in the
Chicago public schools, Anne Davis, who helped students find jobs after at least two
years at the school. Davis was a graduate of the University of Chicago’s School of Civics
and Philanthropy who often arranged for students to work in dressmaking shops or
downtown department stores. Flower Tech also had an on-site laundry department in the
school’s basement, a dining room, and a cooking laboratory for required domestic
coursework.37
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The CWC commended Young’s achievement in convincing the Board of Education to
invest in the wage-earning potential of future garment-makers, designers, and saleswomen. Yet members of the Chicago WTUL resented their lack of involvement in
developing the vocational programs at Flower Tech. Male union leaders had established
relationships with school officials by 1912 to oversee apprenticeship programs for boys
enrolled in the city’s technical high schools. The International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, among others, had seats on an advisory committee with the school board that
oversaw some 600 high school apprentices each year. Tradeswomen in the WTUL hoped
that Young would similarly engage “women of experience” in the training of future
dressmakers at Flower Tech and allow garment unions to organize apprenticeship programs through the school. Instead, most programs were led by teachers trained in
household arts education at the Chicago Normal School.38
Young’s hiring choices reflected her different set of priorities in expanding vocational
education for female students. Responding to critics of the school in 1912, Young argued
that apprenticeship programs run by labor women would overemphasize “the money
side” of vocational education and distract students from “the joy of working.” She
explained that Flower Tech students constructed dresses and made hats to learn “the
most valuable asset in the world: initiative.” Ultimately, Young suggested that the goal of
girls’ vocational education was character development; she hoped that students graduated
with “the right attitude” toward work that they would bring to their jobs and eventually
into their homes. Flower Tech’s founding principal and the co-architect of the curriculum, Dora Wells, agreed that it was this emphasis on values and character that made
Flower Tech graduates “a superior kind of working woman.”39
Character development was central to educators like Young and Wells who assumed
that working girls needed to learn social skills for their careers in marriage and motherhood. Writing in the Journal of Education, Wells argued that dressmaking students
learned “dignity, self-control and willingness to take responsibility,” which were important character traits for homemakers. Wells suggested that education in good behavior
was particularly important for working-class and immigrant daughters who presumably
did not receive such training from their own mothers at home. She admitted that Flower
Tech students lost “wage-earning power” due to the school’s emphasis on preparing girls
for motherhood. Because the average American women spent more years in the home
than in the workforce, Wells reasoned, such a loss “must be accepted as inevitable under
the present organization of society.”40
Lucy Flower Technical High School for Girls was the result of successful activism by
Chicago women’s groups who argued that public school officials should invest in the
future work lives of their female students. Yet the goals of trade unionists, middle-class
reformers, and club women were only partially reflected in the Flower Tech curriculum.
Programs designed by administrators like Young and Wells emphasized feminine social
roles in the home, which limited student access to trade training, as reformers like Agnes
Nestor had feared. Other Chicago women hoped that classes like cooking and sanitation
would supplement but not replace training for wage-earning so that girls were prepared
for both. Throughout her tenure as superintendent, however, Young maintained her
position that women’s skills in the home were of paramount importance to girls’
vocational training.41
Women’s groups in Chicago founded their own vocational schools for female students as
a result. With financial support from the CWC, Jane Addams opened the Hull-House Trade
School for Girls in 1912. The school offered dressmaking education and apprenticeship
opportunities for girls over the age of fourteen who graduated from the city’s elementary
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schools. Two years later, Agnes Nestor and Margaret Dreier Robins opened a school for
garment workers in the Chicago WTUL’s headquarters building. The Training School for
Active Women Workers was the first full-time labor school in the United States and catered
exclusively to young women and girls over the age of fourteen. Students studied existing
labor legislation, the history of the women’s movement, and the history of capitalism in
courses led by WTUL members. Students had the opportunity to apprentice with skilled
dressmakers and glove-stitchers and engaged in “field work” by visiting union offices and
participating in strikes. Although short-lived, these programs reveal the alternative visions
of vocational education for girls championed by Chicago’s women reformers.42
“To Learn as Much as We Could”
Women who advocated for girls’ vocational schooling rarely if ever considered what
actual students desired from a work-oriented education. When Flower Tech opened in
1911, students eager to prepare for employment transferred from their neighborhood
high schools across the city. Flower Tech was an open-enrollment school that welcomed
any female high school–aged student regardless of her neighborhood boundary. As such,
the student body included white girls from South Side enclaves like Bridgeport and
Englewood; Bohemian immigrants from the west side; and a minority of African
American students living in the strictly segregated “Black Belt” of Chicago. Decades after
graduating, one former student recalled that Flower Tech had a reputation as a school for
career-seeking “dreamers” who hoped to run their own bridal shops or become designers.
Another alumna described Flower Tech as a school for “girls of a different type of
personality” who wanted to work with their hands rather than read and write. The
majority of students were first-generation immigrants who expected to earn wages after
two or three years of high school attendance.43
Many students were disappointed with the limited vocational programs offered at
Flower Tech. One student who transferred from her neighborhood high school thought
she would have access to diverse trade programs like her two brothers who attended Lane
Tech. As an adult, she recalled her frustration with Flower Tech’s required cooking and
sewing classes, lamenting that household arts “was the last thing I wanted to major in!”
Students were confused with the emphasis on hat-making and designing at Flower Tech,
which did not reflect the realities of the female labor market. Millinery was a shrinking
industry that employed less than 2 percent of Chicago women by World War I. Some
students—mostly native-born and white—found work in hat shops and department
stores with help from the school’s vocational guidance counselor, but immigrant and
African American students were not so fortunate. One student in the millinery program
recalled that no downtown hat shop would hire a Black saleswoman in spite of her rare
training; she worked in a lampshade factory after graduation along with her sister, a fellow
Flower Tech alumna.44
Female students were generally disinterested in the household arts programs offered at
Chicago’s neighborhood high schools as well. During the 1912–13 school year, less than
3 percent of female high school students in Chicago enrolled in household arts. Household arts classes were so unpopular that at least one Chicago high school discontinued the
two-year program entirely by 1914 due to low enrollment. Middle-class parents often
discouraged their daughters from enrolling in household arts programs in Chicago
because they preferred girls to learn domestic skills at home from their own mothers.
Before World War I, immigrant and African American families also resisted the household arts programs because they associated cooking and cleaning skills with the drudgery
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of domestic service. Unlike many East Coast school systems, Young decided to call
Chicago’s program “household arts” so that parents would not confuse the term “domestic science” with “domestic service.”45
Members of women’s reform groups in Chicago rarely discussed the most popular
vocational programs among female high school students: stenography and accounting.
Typing and accounting classes were first introduced in Chicago high schools during the
1890s to appeal to middle-class male students bound for professional careers. As one
Chicago school official explained, these programs were intended for future “captains of
commerce” who would help the United States win “the global struggle for commercial
supremacy.” Yet white-collar programs were increasingly filled with female students in
the early twentieth century, the majority of whom were daughters of recent immigrants
from southern and eastern Europe. Historian Susan Strom has noted that immigrant
parents were more likely to recommend clerical work for their American-born daughters
than any other field of employment due to the higher wages, safer working conditions,
and respectability of middle-class office culture. In 1913, one-third of all female students
in Chicago public high schools were enrolled in stenography or accounting classes.46
Evening classes in stenography and accounting were also popular among high school–
aged girls who earned wages during the day. In the 1913–14 school year, over 5,000
working women and girls attended high school evening classes in Chicago. Most were
under the age of twenty-one and the American-born daughters of German, Irish, and
Russian immigrants. A fifteen-year-old working girl explained that she enrolled in
evening bookkeeping classes at her local high school because she wanted to work in a
downtown office. “It was hard giving up three evenings a week after working hard all day,
but it was well worth it,” she wrote in a letter to the Chicago Tribune. “The majority of us, I
think, would be willing to exert ourselves a little to learn as much as we could.”47
These female students were more in tune with the future of the female economy than
women reformers who emphasized garment work for girls. The expanding corporate
sector and mechanization of office work had created new opportunities for women in
offices at the turn of the twentieth century. Yet unlike garment work, clerical jobs were still
dominated by men before World War I. Less than 10 percent of office workers in Chicago
were female in 1912. Even so, girls represented 47 percent of stenography students and
30 percent of bookkeeping students in Chicago public schools that year. These numbers
suggest that the clerical sector did not simply open to female workers in the early
twentieth century, but that female students also pushed their way in. By 1920, a full third
of working women and girls in Chicago held office positions. Many of these female
workers were former Chicago public school students who learned skills like typing and
bookkeeping in their neighborhood high schools.48
Members of both the Chicago WTUL and the CWC ignored commercial programs
popular among female students because white-collar training conflicted with the ultimate
reform agendas of Chicago women’s groups. Many middle- and upper-class reformers
wanted vocational programs to address women’s socially essential work as caretakers and
homemakers in addition to their wage-earning potential. Garment work—not office
work—provided the most obvious transferrable skills between the home and workplace.
Chicago WTUL members also neglected the potential economic benefits of a white-collar
education because their organization was focused on empowering blue-collar women. In
other words, women like Nestor wanted to improve labor conditions for working-class
women rather than pull women out of the working class. Together, these reformers
overlooked the vocational goal of a new generation of working women who would go on
to populate Chicago’s downtown offices—upward class mobility.
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Conclusion
In 1914, President Woodrow Wilson formed a commission to draft a bill that would
provide federal funding to vocational programs throughout American public schools.
Agnes Nestor was one of two women appointed to the commission and the only member
with a working-class background. Nestor played an offensive role in thwarting the
attempts of two outside women’s groups—the American Home Economics Association
and the General Federation of Women’s Clubs—whose members lobbied for the inclusion of home economics in the bill. The resulting legislation, the Smith-Hughes Act of
1917, reflected a familiar compromise between women on the place of domestic training
in the vocational education of female students. The Smith-Hughes Act allowed school
officials to apply up to 20 percent of their budgets for trades and industry education
toward home economics classes for girls. Funds provided through the Smith-Hughes Act
supported home economics education in American high schools through the 1960s and
solidified domestic training as part of girls’ vocational education for the better part of the
twentieth century.49
Progressive Era women in Chicago helped lay the groundwork for this expansion of
home economics education. Influential reformers and club women promoted vocational
programs for girls that focused narrowly on garment work and homemaking skills. These
women did not intend to promote “the cult of separate spheres” in the high school
curriculum. Rather, they wanted school officials to invest in the future working lives of
female students through educational programs addressing women’s roles as both wageearners and caretakers. Trade union women were right to worry that these hybrid
programs would blur the boundaries between homemaking and wage-earning skills
and make it difficult for some school officials and students to articulate the difference.
Indeed, students in the 1920s recalled that Flower Tech felt more like a “finishing school”
for future homemakers than a vocational school for tradeswomen.50
Women’s groups in Chicago successfully argued that school officials had a public
responsibility to invest in the vocational education of female students before World War
I. Members of the Chicago WTUL and the CWC brought new vocational programs into
public schools specifically designed for the immigrant and working-class female students
who crowded urban classrooms. While many disagreed on the place of domestic education, these reformers shared cultural assumptions about young women workers that
ultimately reinforced gender inequalities in the school curriculum. Household arts programs, for example, advanced the presumption that all female students would exit the
workforce for motherhood and that immigrant daughters required a particular education
to make that transition. This strict advocacy of trade programs for girls supported the
premise of the larger vocational education movement that working-class students should
prepare for working-class jobs. Attention to student enrollment and course preferences
reveals that girls were not passive recipients of some women’s narrow vision for their
vocational futures. Instead, students made independent choices about their courses of
study that impacted classrooms and future workplaces alike.
This history of conflict and compromise in vocational programs for girls underscores
the importance of school reform to the broader social reform agendas of Progressive Era
women’s groups. Chicago women shared high hopes that vocational education could
improve the lives of women and girls who labored both in factories and in their own
homes. Members of the Chicago WTUL looked to the emergence of vocational education
as an opportunity to insert the values of the women’s labor movement into the public
school curriculum. Reformers with roots in the settlement house and women’s club
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movements argued that vocational education could foster healthier homes in immigrant
communities if girls also learned to cook and clean. Women’s groups like the Chicago
WTUL and the CWC failed to implement many of these educational goals. Yet their
commitment to creating new vocational programs for female students demonstrates a
shared optimism among these Chicago women that reforming public education could
reshape society.
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